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Background:

With the   Golak Nath vs Union of India case and its consequent judgment there was a 
kind of tussle going between the executive branch and judicial machinery.
In the 1971 elections, Indira Gandhi defeated Raj Narain conveniently but sensing some  
mishap during this period, Raj Narain fi led the case against Indira Gandhi on the grounds 
of use of state machinery and election fraud during the campaign.
Allahabad High Court in its judgment gave its judgment by declaring that Mrs Gandhi was  
guilty and dictated the election as null and void and prohibited her to contest elections 
for the next 6 years.
On the grounds of this, famous and renowned leader, Jayaprakash organized an event  
in Delhi with a call to Indira Gandhi to vacate and resign from the position of Prime 
Minister.
On 25th June, 1975, President’s proclamation of emergency was declared on the  
“internal disturbance”.
During this period, government took several measures through constitutional amendment,  
which are given as follows:

38th Constitutional Amendment:   It expanded the State’s authority to infringe the 
fundamental rights during the emergency and also barred judicial review on the 
proclamations of emergency. 
39th Constitutional Amendment:   It scrapped the power of High Courts to investigate 
the election of a Prime Minister was eliminated and the inquiry and investigation can 
only be done by the parliamentary committee constituted for the purpose. 

Objective:

According to Pallavi Nayyar, following were the objectives:
From the preview of the courts,   the amendment removed the election disputes. The 
opponents of the amendment said that it was very convenient Camoufl age.
India’s federal structure was removed   and the amendment transferred more powers 
from state governments to the central government.
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Purpose of the amendment was to amend any parts of the Constitution   without any 
judicial review to give unrestrained power to the Parliament.
To make any law   passed in pursuance of Directive Principle immune from scrutiny by 
the Supreme Court.

As per Nagori Astha, “The reasoning behind the Amendment as given by the Congress 
Government was that: it is responsive to the aspirations of people and refl ects the 
realities of present time and the future.”

42nd Constitutional Amendment Act:

This amendment includes alterations made to the Preamble, 40 provisions, Seventh  
Schedule, and 14 new Articles that were inducted into the Constitution (For reading all 
provisions, Click this link)
Preamble:   Addition of words like Socialist and Secular was done, which was opposed 
in the Parliament on the grounds that the Constituent Assembly didn’t accept it due to 
the notion of “Marxist Socialism” and “Western Concept of Secularism”. Adoption of 
word integrity in the phrase “unity of the nation” to make it to “unity and integrity of 
the nation”.
Reducing Powers of High Courts regarding validating Central Laws:   Under Article 
226A and Article 228A, this amendment allowed HC’s only to adjudge the validity of 
State legislation. Similarly, Article 131A was added to empower the Supreme Court only 
to look into the validity of central legislation. 
2/3rd Majority of Judges to Declare Laws Unconstitutional:   Article 144A was inserted 
with the intent to constitute a seven-judge bench to decide upon the constitutionality of 
any law brought in the Union level and such law can only be held unconstitutional when 
the judgment has a two-thirds majority (mandatory provisions). 
Curtailing Fundamental Rights:    Article 359 was amended to that eff ect where the 
President can suspend the right to remedy for the people who are aggrieved by the 
‘emergency laws’ inconsistent with any specifi ed fundamental right except Article 20 
and Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. As per this provision, such Presidential order 
can be made either during an internal emergency or during an external emergency 
for a specifi ed time or for the entire emergency time. In addition to this, certain other 
measures taken were:

The contours of Article 31C were widened on the grounds that any laws made to  

consolidate the notion of Directive Principles will be valid even if they are infringing 
on Article 14 and 19, the provision that was earlier limited to Article 39(b) and 39(c) 
under the 25th Constitutional Amendment Act, 1971. (Contrary to Champakam 
Dorairajan case that gave precedence to Fundamental Rights over Directive 
Principles).
Article 31D was introduced for the purpose of legalizing any laws made concerning  

Anti-National elements even if such laws are infringing on Article 14 and Article 19. 
Free Legal Aid:   Article 39A was introduced to render free legal aid to the poor and 
weaker sections of the society to avoid injustice only by the reason of economic or social 
backwardness.
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Protection to Children:   Article 39(f) was amended to have an eff ect of protection 
against the exploitation and moral, material abandonment of children and youth.
Fundamental Duties:   The Constitution consisted of specifi c parts for the fundamental 
rights and Directive Principles since the inception of the Constitution. But, the government 
and the Swaran Singh Committee believed that the citizens of this country must also have 
certain duties towards the State to have a cordial relationship. Ten fundamental duties 
in the form of Part IVA were inducted into the Constitution under the 42nd Amendment 
of 1976.
Delimitation of Parliamentary Seats:   This amendment had also frozen the 
reorganization of boundaries of parliamentary constituencies till the fi rst census after 
2000 i.e 2001, 26 years from the year of the amendment.
Tribunals:   In 1976, the Parliament introduced Chapter XIV A into the Constitution via the 
42 ‘ Amendment, thereby making provisions for legislative competence with regard to the 
constitution of specialized adjudicatory bodies in the form of tribunals. This Amendment 
sourced such competence through the insertion of Arts. 323A and 323B, dealing with 
Administrative and other tribunals respectively.

Criticism:

Vidhi Agaz:   “Regardless of the goals and objectives of this constitutional amendment. 
Told by the ruling class, the main aim of this constitutional amendment was the main 
focus of the power in the hands of the Prime Minister and the Executive.”
YV Chandrachud   on Article 31C amended provisions stated, “Only three articles of 
our Constitution stand between the heaven of freedom into which Rabindranath Tagore 
wanted his country to awake and the abyss of restrained power. The three articles are 
article 14, 19 and 21.  The article  31C eff orts the people of India and assurance that the 
promise held by forth by Preamble will be formed by ushering and egalitarian era though 
the discipline of fundamental rights,  that is without emasculation of the rights to liberty 
and equality which alone can preserve the dignity of the individual.”
Punity Pandey:   “The Constitution advocates constitutional supremacy over parliamentary 
supremacy and was adopted by the Constituent Assembly on November 26, 1949. The 
amendment was considered the most controversial in the history of India as it called for 
restricting the power of the Supreme Court and the High Court in pronouncing judgments 
complying with constitutional validity. Due to its utmost modifi cations of the Constitution, 
the amendment is often called ‘mini-Constitution’ and the ‘Constitution of Indira’”.
Nagoriastha:   “The Parliament tried to corrode the basic structure doctrine by pouring 
the venomous acid of 42nd Amendment.”
Bhartendu Sood   on adding ‘secular’ word: “We can remain non-communal even without 
being Secular as was the case before the 42nd amendment came into force in 1976. 
It is very important to undo the 1976  amendment as there are countless surreptitious 
violations of this main feature of the preamble of our  Constitution, every now and 
then.”
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Gautam Swaroop   on tribunals: “S.P.Sampath Kumar v. Union of India case which 
held that tribunals, where so established, could replace the entire jurisdiction of the 
High Court on matters permitted under Art. 323A and 3235B. If these tribunals were 
interpreted as substitutes to the High Courts then the principle that eff ectively emerged 
was that on issues covered by such statutes, the High Courts’ powers of judicial review 
under Arts. 226 and 227 were also lost to tribunalization.” 
Laiba Fatima:   “It is an indubitable fact that the 42nd Amendment was one of the most 
controversial Amendments of all. Many a time it has been viewed negatively by the 
people due to its negative provisions and aspects that were later on overruled by the 
43rd and 44th Amendments of the Constitution.”

Saksham Rai●  on denting federal structure: “...the modifi cation in the constitution 
is an attack on India’s federal system because the act provides for the transfer of 
considerable power from state governments to the central government, which will 
lead to power centralization and is incompatible with the country’s federal structure.”
Anuj Bhawani● : “The legacy of the 42nd amendment was partially undone by later 
amendments. But it could not be repealed in toto, and much of it remains in the 
Constitution, most prominent being its insertion of ‘Socialist’ and ‘Secular’ in the 
Preamble. This is unfortunate as the 42nd amendment should be undone in its entirety 
for the damage it has done to Indian democracy.”
HM Seervai● : “It was an unfounded assumption… that the Directive Principles were 
to secure social justice and the Fundamental Rights were mere selfi sh individual 
rights. …From any point of view, the 42nd amendment can only be described as a 
Constitutional outrage.”
Arvind P Datar● : “The 42nd amendment made the largest number of changes in the 
Constitution. It was also the worst in the history of the republic and it is hoped that 
such an exercise is never repeated again.”
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